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Abstract

The Loral Instrumentation System 500 configured as an Advanced
Commanding and Telemetry System (ACTS) supports the acquisition of
multiple telemetry downlink streams, and simultaneously supports multiple uplink
command streams for today’s satellite vehicles. By using industry and federal
standards, the system is able to support, without relying on a host computer, a
true distributed dataflow architecture that is complemented by state-of-the-art
RISC-based workstations and file servers.
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Introduction

With today’s satellite communications utilizing vehicles that are increasingly
complex and in need of increased data throughput and processing power, the
traditional approach of using mainframe processing for real-time vehicle
telemetry analysis and commanding is becoming less and less a viable solution.

By utilizing a parallel processing architecture that allows processing tasks to be
spread out over multiple channels, the system can support any processing
requirements for today’s and tomorrow’s satellites. The following discussion
describes how this architecture is used for typical command and telemetry
analysis Mission Control Complex (MCC) applications for networks such as the
Air Force Satellite Control Network (AFSCN).



The Data Flow Architecture

The ACTS utilizes a front-end processing subsystem(s) to perform all of the
real-time functions, with a local area network (LAN) connection to one or multiple
UNIX-based workstations. For larger applications where database information is
to be stored at a central location, a high-performance file server is added to the
system. A typical MCC configuration is shown in Figure 1.

The front-end subsystems are called the Acquisition (ACQ) 510 chassis. These
19-inch, rack-mountable chassis contain multi-layer printed circuit “modules” that
perform the real time, system-required tasks including PCM bit synchronization,
decommutation, satellite commanding, and interfacing with ground equipment
control links. Multiples of any module can be used in each ACQ 510 chassis. By
performing functions such as these using modules instead of separate chassis
(as with traditional approaches), the ACTS can be configured to have a
exceptionally small footprint. If desired, up to 8 PCM decommutators (up to
2 Mbits/sec) can reside in a single chassis.

All modules in the ACQ 510 share a common 16-MByte/second MUXbus. This
is the “data highway” of the front-end, and is a full duplex 32-bit wide data
channel used for passing data and tag pairs to the various modules. Each
module also communicates with a second channel, the Microprocessor bus, a
serial channel that is used to link the firmware available on each module to the
user(s) of the system at the engineering workstations. This architecture is shown
in Figure 2.

Each module that is required to perform real-time processing contains its own
dedicated microprocessor embedded onto the card. These microprocessors
range from hard-coded bit slice technology to fully user-programmable floating
point processors.

The user(s) programs the ACQ 510 modules by filling in high level menu
displays. For many applications, the user can program the system with no
knowledge of UNIX and can operate the system in a very short time. An
example screen showing the standard Bit Synchronizer setup is shown in
Figure 3.



User-Programmability

One of the modules available, the Field Programmable Processor (FPP),
contains a 3-processor chip set that allows users to create their own application-
unique algorithms in high-level languages, such as “C” and FORTRAN 77.

Weitek 8032 processors are used on the FPP[1]. Benchmark processing with
this chip set has resulted in throughputs of over 200K 5th order EU conversions
per second. The user creates the desired code at the workstation with the aid of
a development package supplied with the chip set that includes an assembler,
linker, simulator, and other utilities[2]. Users perform compiling with a cross
compiler. The object code is then transferred to the FPP residing in the ACQ
510 front end. Incoming data can then be processed in real time with the unique
code[3]. This process is shown in Figure 3. This feature is useful because of
the unorthodox processing requirements of satellite applications, as well as the
sensitivity of many programs where code generation must be performed on a
classified level.

The FPP module also contains over 25 industry standard telemetry filtering
algorithms. These are typically pass/no pass algorithms such as In Limits, Bit
Compression, Match Bit, etc. The processing power of the FPP allows these
algorithms to process data at approximately 300K operations/second.

Telemetry Downlink Analysis

The ACTS supports bit sync and decommutation capabilities at rates up to 15
mbits/second depending on the module sets chosen. The majority of today’s
satellite needs are satisfied with the High Speed Bit Sync and Multi-Format
Decom module sets, which allow the acquisition of data up to 8 Mbits/second.

The telemetry downlink analysis data flow is shown in Figure 5.

As data enters the ACQ 51 0 front-end subsystem, it is immediately bit
synchronized and fed to the Mufti-Format Decom. Many satellite PCM downlink
streams contain wavetrain definitions that switch in real time during the various
modes that the vehicle is in during a pass. The Multi-Format (MX)
Decommutator module set can switch between multiple formats without the loss
of any data at PCM rates up to 8 Mbits/second. The format switch is identified to
the decom via a trigger parameter in the PCM minor frame, and the MX decom
is able to switch to a new formal and decommutate the new wavetrain structure



in the minor frame following the trigger. Format switching can also take place in
the same minor frame as the trigger parameter if desired.

After the PCM data has been decommutated, it is placed on the ACQ 510
MUXbus in parallel form with associated identification tags. The data is then time
tagged by the IRIG Time Code Generator/Translator module, and then routed to
the one or more FPP modules for data processing.

The “parameters” (tag and data pairs) are processed by the FPP(s) and then
passed to the Ethernet Processor module for transmission over the Ethernet
network to the workstations and/or file server. One of the FPPs in each ACQ
510 contains the current value table (CVT) that the Ethernet Processor
accesses for display data transmission to the workstations. Depending on the
throughput requirements of the application, the data processing and CVT
functions can be performed by a single FPP.

The Engineering Workstations

The ACTS utilizes a UNIX operating system which allows the use of the latest
industry-wide high-performance workstations, that now approach 30 MIPS of
processing power at very reasonable costs. The setup and display software
supplied with the ACTS resides at the workstation (in local storage) or at the
central file server if diskless workstations are desired. A standard feature of the
ACTS is the ability to display data with either standard telemetry displays (such
as bar charts, scrolling strip charts, cross plots, data pages, etc.) or on user
generated screens that can be customized to the application. This function,
called the “Display Builder,” allows for the creation of displays such as vehicle
schematics and flow charts, and can be created very easily in a matter of hours.
The entire ACTS workstation software is built on the federal standard
XWindows.

XTerminals

By utilizing the industry standard XWindows, the ACTS supports the recently
Introduced line of low-cost terminals called XTerminals. These are platforms
that contain their own Xserver, and can log into workstations or file servers that
contain the executable system software, and utilize all functions of the software
in a client-server relationship.



XTerminals are offered by many vendors and are available in both monochrome
and color configurations. Screen sizes up to 19 inches (diagonal) are available
and can give resolution as good as any currently available workstations for much
less cost. Data display updates and communication response speeds depend
on the number of XTerminals that are linked over the Ethernet LAN and the
processing power of the workstation or file server acting as the server for the
XTerminal(s).

Application Software Communications

An additional feature of the ACTS is the ability to tie in user-developed or 3rd
party applications software with data received from the ACQ 510 chassis. A
software package called the “Data Gather Library” supplies “C” functions that
are used to specify which telemetry parameters are to be passed to the
appropriate applications code for analysis and processing[4]. This software can
reside at the workstations or at another node on the Ethernet LAN such as the
optional file server or larger mainframe. Direct memory access (DMA) interfaces
can also be supplied to pass filtered data from the front-end subsystems to the
file server or other destination. Various data gather routines are available
including the statistical gather (which passes minimum, maximum and average
values over a specified time slice), and the “gather all” routine which passes all
values for a specified parameter.

The ACTS is designed to be finely tuned to the application desired. This holds
true for the front end configuration, the workstations desired, and the actual data
flow throughout the system. Operators at workstations create screens and
specify the parameters to be displayed. This information is automatically sent to
the appropriate ACQ 510, is received by the Ethernet Processor and CVT FPP,
and the parameters associated with the display screen are sent to the
workstation in Ethernet TCP/IP packets. Thus, only the pertinent information
specified by the operator is sent to the workstation. This is a departure from the
traditional approach of broadcasting entire databases over networks, which
tends to saturate communications and reduce throughput efficiency. This default
can be overrided if the constant updating of display pages not being viewed is
desired for time history requirements.



Data Archiving

The ACTS supports the capability of storing data obtained from any ACQ 510
subsystem in user definable formats at the workstations or file servers [5]. This
data can be either raw telemetry and commanding Information, or data that has
been processed. The data is stored on media attached to the workstations or
file server. This is typically the standard Winchester type hard disk media. The
amount of storage available is dependent on the configuration of the
workstations or file server. After the desired data is stored, it can be
permanently archived to other media such as removable hard disk, digital tape,
or optical disk.

The ACTS includes software to allow the operator to select which data is to be
archived, the sample rate, the type of gather, and the size of the archive. These
inputs are selectable on high-level mouse-driven displays.

As the data is routed to the storage media, the displays at the workstations
dynamically show the buffer size available as it fills up. The operator can scroll
through the buffer to look at the stored data without interrupting the real-time
storage of data, which can be simultaneously displayed on the same screen.
When playing back previously archived data into the system, the operator
selects the file desired, and specifies parameters and/or the time slice required.
The file can then be scrolled through and analyzed. If desired, multiple archive
files can be viewed on the same screen depending on the display configuration.

Vehicle Commanding

A key feature of the ACTS is the ability to act in a command mode for uplink
purposes. This capability is also performed without any need of a host computer
as with traditional systems.

The real-time portion of commanding (transmission, echo checking and
verification) is performed in the ACQ 510 by using an independent FPP module.
Each FPP contains a 32-bit I/O port on the top of the card that can be
programmed as multiple serial or parallel channels. The ACTS uses this port to
interface directly with encryption and decryption devices for data transmission
and retrieval, and to control one or multiple KGs.



The data flow of a typical command sequence is shown in Figure 6. A command
string is chosen by an operator and the information (residing in storage on the
network at either the file server or workstation) is transferred via Ethernet to the
appropriate ACQ 510 commanding FPP. This command is then held in memory
in the FPP until the appropriate trigger (manual, time, or parameter occurrence)
is received. The command is then transmitted out of the FPP port to the KG.
Echo check data is received from the KG as the data is sent out and validated in
the commanding FPP Data received by the vehicle is returned to the ACTS via
PCM and is decommutated by the MX decommutator residing in the same ACQ
510.  The data is then transferred to the commanding FPP for comparison
(verification that what was sent is what was received).

Housing the command output processor (the commanding FPP) and the PCM
decommutator in the same ACQ 510 means data can reach the commanding
FPP in less than a microsecond after being decommutated, since the modules
share the 16 MByte/second MUXbus. Thus, extremely efficient verification
processing is available.

Redundancy

Each ACQ 510 subsystem contains its own subsystem controller and power
supply. For systems that require redundancy, multiple ACQ 510s are used to
ensure that data will always be received even in the unlikely event of a failure.
(Typical ACQ 510 configurations have MTBFs in excess of 7,000 hours.)

If an ACQ 510 chassis does fail, no other front-end in the system is affected.
The same holds true for the workstations in the system.

For archiving redundancy, the ACTS is configured with two file servers. Data
from each ACQ 510 is sent to each file server and is archived. Systems
configured with two file servers support a single physical Ethernet network, but
two logical networks. By splitting up the logic of the network, a system software
server can fail in one file server while the other still remains functional. The file
servers basically “shadow” each other.

Thus, the ACTS can be configured to be fully redundant in all areas of the
system.



Industry and Federal Standards

The ACTS is built on industry and federal standards that add to the system’s
open architecture. The main standards found in the ACTS are as follows:

A UNIX Operating System

UNIX has become the industry standard for an operating system and is
supported by almost all workstation and computer manufacturers. UNIX meets
the requirements of the POSIX (Portable Operating System Interface for
Computer Environments) Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS151).

An X Windows display package

This is the Federal Information Processing Standard 303 and is public domain
software that was developed over many years at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT). XWindows is supported by most computer vendors.

Programmability in the high level language “C”

The language “C” is becoming standardized as FIPS 290. C Is regarded in the
programming world as one of the most “user-friendly” languages to program in
and is in use in most major commercial and government programs. With the
ACTS, users can program any unique processing algorithms in C, and all of the
user interface software is written in C.

The Network File System (NFS)

This is an industry standard that allows a user at a workstation to access a file at
a different node on the network, without any knowledge of where the file resides
(if classification permits). NFS is supported by most computer vendors and
allows data residing on workstations and file servers produced by different
manufacturers to share data.

An Ethernet Local Area Network

Ethernet is the IEEE-488 industry standard for networking workstations, file
servers, and other nodes on a common communication link. The protocol used 



for the LAN is the Industry Standard TCP/lP Almost all computer manufacturers
use TCP/IR. TCP/IP for UNIX was developed under a DARPA contract.

A Unify Logging Capability

Unify is a relational database product that supports the industry standard
Structured Query Language (SQL) for all database accesses. Unify is a
standard used in the ACTS workstations and file servers for error logging,
alarms, and operator history. SQL is a language that allows interactive users and
programmers to access database information. Unify is currently in use in a large
number of commercial and government agency programs.

By utilizing these and other standards throughout, the system is much easier to
manage and expand. By not being tied to a proprietary computer manufacturer
or operating system, and by adhering to industry standards, the ACTS is able to
support all of the required MCC tasks in a very cost-effective manner.

Artificial Intelligence with the ACTS

The architecture of the ACTS supports system requirements that dictate the
need to support Artificial Intelligence (Al) features.

By performing all real-time functions of the ACTS in the ACQ 510 subsystems,
the powerful UNIX workstations utilize only a small portion of their processing
power for the standard ACTS needs. This allows Al software packages that
require extensive processing to be mated with the system for a complete
package.

Three such packages, produced by Ford Aerospace Corporation, Talarian
Corporation, and Gensym Corporation, have been successfully demonstrated
with the ACTS for many satellite applications using a variety of vehicle data
bases [4]. The Data Gather Library mentioned previously allows real-time data
packets to be routed to the Al software from the ACQ 510 subsystem; and the
uplink capability used for commanding allows data to be passed from the Al
package to the ACQ 510.



Conclusion

The ACTS uses a proven distributed telemetry processing architecture to
support the needs of today’s and tomorrow’s satellites. By offloading real-time
processing requirements from mainframes in an efficient manner, operators can
now experience downlink and uplink response times that are required of the
upcoming complex vehicles. The system uses a modular and flexible
architecture as well as industry-wide standards to allow full growth without the
obsoleting of current equipment. This architecture supports both smaller unique
applications to the large complex system needs of entire Mission Control
Centers.
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Figure 1. Typical MCC SyStem 500 ACTS



Figure 2. ACQ 510 MUXbus Architecture

Figure 3. Create Bit Sync Setup Page



Figure 4.  User created algorithms with the System 500 ACTS

Figure 5. Telemetry Downlink data flow In the ACQ 510 subsystem



Figure 6. Data flow for the commanding process In the ACTS


